
Notes of discussion on ASB at TH Federation meeting, 28.04.14

Trevor Kennett, Interim Head of Community Safety, spoke about LBTH’s 
approach to tackling ASB. ASB is a massive area and the term means different 
things to different people.  Just today he had met residents who live near Brick 
Lane and want the Council to put a stop to the nuisance of buskers, as well as a
group of businesspeople who work around Brick Lane and want the Council to 
encourage the buskers as they add to the positive ambience of the Lane.

Much of what constitutes ASB is issues which are crimes, such as drugs and 
prostitution – so it is not surprising that the Council’s main partner and ally in 
tackling ASB is the police.  The non-emergency number for the police (101) is 
the main number to ring to report ASB in the Borough. Some landlords have 
their own, additional, numbers.  The 101 number is managed by the police, but
information reported to that line is shared between the police and either the 
landlord or the Council.

The Council has a key role to play in gathering evidence. The LBTH CCTV 
control centre (Trevor paused to invite Fed members to organise to visit the 
Centre) is an impressive system of 400 street cameras.  It provides about 500 
items of film to the police per month which lead to prosecutions or provide 
evidence of offences.  There is no tape in the cameras and what they picture is 
recorded in-house. The operators are proactive and watch the cameras in 
priority areas. The operators generate 50 arrests per month for offences like 
breaches of bail and bike thefts.

Accredited THEOs can ask for names and addresses (though non-accredited 
THEOs cannot).  THEOs respond, in uniform, to hot spots of ASB and/or public 
places to find out what is going on and collect evidence to help identify 
suspects.  The Council can deal with ASB on private property with injunctions. If
there is ASB on a social landlord’s property it tells the landlord and expects 
them to take action.

LBTH now has 2 dog handlers, and 4 dogs.  They mainly work with THH and 
work on tower blocks and in stairwells and against drug use and dealing.  Dogs 
appear to be very persuasive!  The dog handler team has security dogs, but 
also has a passive drugs dog (using that one leads to police involvement).

The Council tries to respond to things which do not need a “blue light” 
response but where residents say there is a problem: e.g., THEOs patrol areas 
around Brick Lane on Fridays and Saturdays, while the police are in the Lane 
itself.  There are some joint patrols with the police.  THEOs can respond to noise
and licensing issues (not keeping to the terms of a license or not having one).  
LBTH tries to enforce alcohol control zones: it is not an offence to have or drink 
alcohol, but is an offence to abuse alcohol in public.  Have recently begun 
trying to deal with aggressive street begging: this includes working with the 
Council’s homeless team and signposting those who need it to agencies which 
can help them.  So the work is not just enforcement, it also involves helping 
people to get appropriate help, if this is what will stop their ASB.

The police get lots of calls about drug dealing and using.  The Council funds a 
“drug dealer a day” programme which requires the police to have a target of 



365 drug dealer arrests per year.  

Last year (2013/14), THEOs recorded 2,299 uses of their powers: that’s a lot. 
They referred 481 cases to the Council’s Legal Services for court action taken 
(usually ASBOs or injunctions).  A fair number of the people who cause trouble 
in the borough turn out to be from elsewhere in London or even out of London.  
LBTH often bans them from the borough.  

THEOs issued around 1,000 fixed penalty notices last year, mostly for urinating 
in the street and littering, and nearly 1,000 warnings.  ASB teams processed 
2,000 cases of ASB.  These will be the more complex cases, usually where 
there is no social landlord, and/or larger scale cases, e.g. premises orders, 
where a particular premise generates large number of complaints.  The Council 
has the power to close a venue on the spot and they have to go to court within 
48 hours to confirm their action.  Trevor gave an example of some social 
premises which had refused to discuss the ASB they clearly generated. The 
Council closed the premises down and the court confirmed a six week closure 
order. This gave residents a break, but also made the venue organisers realise 
the Council was serious.  They apologised to locals and were as good as gold 
when they reopened. 

THEOs respond to calls about noise nuisance.  Trevor is talking to some social 
landlords about providing that service to them too.  The Unit also has 
temporary mobile CCTV which it can take to cover hotspots.

Derrick Cutler:  I have listened to your talk and I think I must live on a 
different planet.  I live on Barleymow.  The police won’t come to our TRA 
meetings: if we do manage to book them up, they always cry off on the day, 
saying they have been called out.  We never see the police, or THEOs, out on 
the estate or nearby.  If you ring 101, you have to ask them to give you a 
reference number as they won’t give you one automatically – and people say 
nothing happened as a result of their call.  One resident gave in 23 registration 
numbers of cars used by youth who were hanging round: nothing happened.  
Later, the police turned up and had a laugh with the youth and then the police 
went away: this is hardly a deterrent.  Youth also park in earmarked parking 
spaces: no one is going to try to turf them out when they find someone else 
parked in their space when they come home late in the evening.  

TK:  I am not a police officer and I can’t speak for them.  The police must speak
for themselves – though if you can’t get one, I appreciate they won’t be there 
to speak for themselves.  I appreciate dealing with the police can be 
frustrating.  I didn’t mean to paint a picture that was too rosy, but I was 
outlining what the Council is trying to do.  Some of this is effective and some 
isn’t.  I can think of one local block that had problems, and we went in for two 
weeks with THEOs and dogs and we did ID several petty criminals and drug 
dealers and were able to take action.
We do have to prioritise.  The 101 service is about dots on a map which inform 
our priorities.  You do have to report to 101, and then resources will be 
allocated according to the number of reports. If you report to 101, at least all 
the reports are recorded and then we take action , according to where the 
numbers justify  us making a priority for action.
We have 40 THEOs, but they do shifts, so they are not all available at once. So 



we use them where our priorities are.  They work night shifts, from 8pm to 
6am.  We have lots of CCTV, but we are also inundated with requests to provide
ever more cameras – which we can’t always do as they are so expensive.
LBTH can’t do much with reported car registration numbers, because only the 
police are allowed to trace a number back to the owner.  If the police attend a 
call about youths in cars hanging around, if they come along and find the 
vehicles are all taxed and insured there is little they can do as they are not 
witnessing a criminal act but seeing anti-social behaviour.

Clive Palmer:  Around Chrisp Street, E14, it is a regular occurrence to see 
youngsters, with no helmets, riding round on quad bikes.  Nothing is done 
about it.  They can be heard from a distance.  They went on to an estate: a 
parking officer was there but he refused to take details because, he said, he 
had no powers to deal with them. But he could have reported them to the 
police, and he would have been a good witness.  In the wake of the quad bikes, 
we get youngsters also on scooters or whatever also riding irresponsibly.  One 
day someone will get killed.

TK:  You don’t need to wear a crash helmet if you are riding a quadbike on the 
public highway.  You have to be 17 and have a licence, an MOT and insurance.  
Quads can be a problem, but only the police can stop them.  ASB officers can 
observe quad bikes and try to identify riders who are riding irresponsibly.  I’ll 
get Chrisp Street taken up as a priority, as you have reported there are 
problems there.  If other people find quads being driven irresponsibly and 
causing problems, it is best to ring 101.

Cyril Farby:  I didn’t know there was an ASB unit.  I have suffered from being 
flooded from the flat upstairs and from things having been stolen from my flat 
which I blame neighbours.  I complained to the  Council about what was going 
on and the Council told me to go to the police and they did not tell me about 
the ASB unit.  

TK:  THH has an ASB team of their own, and they should deal with the types of 
complaints you have raised rather than the LBTH team. 

Vibeke Norberg: We gave similar problems on our estate.  We recorded 
registration numbers of cars coming into the estate (where they were drug 
dealing) and passed them to the police.  The cars turned out to be hire cars 
which the dealers were using to hide their personal identities, but the hire 
company was also involved in the scam.  It took a while and we had to be 
patient, but we got a result in the end.  However, we report other problems and
if they don’t add up to enough to give you hot spot status, nothing is done.  If 
THH has an ASB reporting line, this is the first I have heard of it.

TK:  THH is tasked with trying to sort out ASB on the estate it manages.  Keep 
reporting problems to 101 and if you don’t get an instant, precise response the 
police are still looking at your reports on their system and taking as much 
action as they can.  Across London drug dealers are using hire cars to mask 
their personal identities, but police are discussing with hire companies about 
how this can be tackled.
The THH ASB reporting line, 0800 9175918, is staffed 24 hours.  It is a service 



for THH residents only, but it is answered by the LBTH ASB Unit. 

Dean Morrison:  THH has given us, Lincoln TRA, control of a notice board in a 
hidden corner.  We wanted to put up info about ASB and found there are 9 
different numbers to call for various issues!  

TK:  We also realised there were too many numbers.  We have simplified it.  We
now promote 101 as the easiest number to remember and to ring for ASB 
issues.  The old numbers, if you find them on old literature, will still work: but in
practice they have been routed to the 101 call centre anyway.  It helps to have 
all the calls answered in one place because they are answered by our own 
operators which helps our quality control.  Our operators can liaise direct with 
the THEO teams.
There is still a separate number for noise reports, but in practice it is possible 
to raise this on 101 too.  The SNTs have their own numbers: mobile numbers or 
what appear to be landline numbers which are diverted through to their 
mobiles – but these are only answered when the SNT is on duty (not 24/7).  The
social landlords may have their own numbers which they promote to their own 
residents (but if you call 101 your report will be shared with your landlord). 
Parking is not classed as an ASB issue, so though you may have problems 
which feel like ASB you have to take parking issues up with LBTH Parking 
(street parking) or your landlord (estate parking).  
If you dial 101, your call goes through to the police call centre at Bow, it is 
recorded on the police system, you are automatically given a reference number
– and the call goes on a system which shares the substance with the LBTH Unit 
and with your landlord (if applicable).
Of course, if it is a real emergency, if you are witnessing a crime in progress, or
if you feel that you are in danger you should phone the emergency number 
999.

Uche Onwubiko:  The police are paid out of a precept paid by Council Tax 
payers.  Housing Choice saw some estates transfer to social landlords and the 
balance are now managed by THH. THH charges leaseholders for ASB.  Is this 
duplication, double-charging?

TK:  The charges are for different things.  The precept paid by Council Tax 
payers is a contribution to all the running costs of the Met Police, for all they 
do.  Any charge for ASB on  your leaseholder service charges are for work your 
landlord does in dealing with ASB on your estate.

Jenny Fisher:  Trevor has not mentioned customer care, or whether LBTH is 
working to improve this – but customer care is really important.  Those 
reporting ASB problems may be agitated to the point of incoherence: it is 
important ASB staff take the time to help those reporters articulate their 
problem and don’t judge the reporters to be timewasters or a problem (some 
Council officers treat residents this way).  All complainants need to be kept up 
to date with what has happened as a result of their complaint.  Also, in terms of
reports adding up and informing prioritisation, do agencies share information to
the point that, say, a name of someone causing problems in different areas can
be picked up?  Is the ASB Unit involved in anti-domestic violence work?

TK:  The Council has a diverse workforce (which our previous contractor did 



not), so that helps us deal with a diverse community of ASB reporters.  Our 
officers are expected to help residents who are making reports. Centralising our
service has helped us share information with partner agencies.  Domestic 
violence is not our bag as such, but we work alongside the police when they 
deal with domestic violence and hate crimes, so we are peripherally (but still 
importantly) involved.  We do need to improve our customer service.  I see 
reports from THEOs and the control rooms, and I can see from them that we 
have not got back to residents to inform them of outcomes. Our control room 
people are beginning to report back to complainants and THEOs are being sent 
out with leaflets to tell blocks or streets (rather than individual complainants) 
what has been done locally.  We need to improve on this.

Elane King: The police have advised us to record and report car registration 
numbers.  Is there any action the police can take on them?  People can also 
report to Crimestoppers.  If people do not have an estate parking permit or 
visitor’s permit, they have no business on the estate and it should be possible 
to move them on.  How do we get hold of posters advertising the 101 service?  

TK:  If a car is taxed and ensured, the police can’t really move them on if they 
are on the public road. An estate, with its own parking scheme, is probably 
different.  Community intelligence is key to many police operations, and 
residents should still feed problem registration numbers in to the police: the 
numbers will be recorded and action will be taken if a pattern of problems 
emerges.
The Met Police website has downloadable posters, in different languages and 
sizes, about 101.

During the course of the meeting, TK gave out the following numbers.
0800 9175 918 – freephone number, for all THH residents (tenants and 
leaseholders)
101 – main reporting line for ASB.


